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Background
The introduction of non-medical consultants in nursing and allied health professions in the UK has
been stated1 as a ea s to a hie e ette out o es fo patie ts a d to e a le e pe ie ed
p a titio e s to e ai i li i al p a ti e .2 To this extent, a Consultant Radiographer is defined as
an individual who: (a) provides clinical leadership within a specialism, and (b) brings strategic
di e tio , i o atio a d i flue e th ough p a ti e, esea h a d edu atio .3
The initial high level of publications around consultancy in radiography has declined in recent years,
with only 4 new articles being identified in 2014–2015. Moreover, two of these4 and 5 pertain to
role-transition issues, rather than the constitution of consultancy itself. While no specific and
definitive role outline and progression pathway is extantly available, key guidelines for the role of
non-medical consultants have been documented.6 and 7 The Consultant Radiographer role is
generally described within four domains of practice: expert practice; professional
leadership/consultancy; practice/service development, research/evaluation and
education/professional development.8 Guidelines were published initially to suggest that a
minimum of 50% of an appointee's time would be spent in clinical practice,9 with the remaining 50%
being spread across the three other domains of practice (contingent upon on local need). There is
some contemporary evidence to suggest that research/evaluation is the domain to which the least
time is commonly devoted,10 and 11 but little regarding the distribution of investment across the
other domai s. As su h, a atio al pi tu e of ho these oles look i p a ti e e ai s la gel
elusive. It is also apparent that the development pathway for consultants is not well delineated,10
and its operations are often ad hoc in nature. 12 In radiography, Price and Edwards13 report that
the e is a la k of lea l defi ed li i al a d edu atio al path a s, a ie suppo ted
o e sa t
studies, 8 and 14 raising questions over the preparation actually required for a consultant role in the
first place. Without precursory clarity regarding the composition of the role (and the four domains of
practice therein), it is challenging to specify the exact nature of preparation that would be beneficial.
Given the rather murky waters surrounding issues of role clarity in UK consultant radiography, this
paper reports findings from a longitudinal, qualitative study exploring the personal experiences of
the consultants themselves. Drawing on accounts of their everyday activity, the scopes of their
practice and how their roles have evolved.

Methods

This paper forms part of a wider study, funded by the College of Radiographers Industry Partnership
Scheme (CoRIPS). The research reported herein specifically addresses the first and second rounds of
in-depth interview, which were undertaken in 2010 and 2011. These focused on the nature of the
role in practice, and are context and situation specific, thus reflecting the singular nature of each
participant's experience.
All consultant radiographers who were working in the UK and registered with the College of
radiographers (CoR) in 2009 were invited via the consultant radiography group (CRG): an electronic
invitation was sent via the chair of this group. Initially nine consultants agreed to take part; however,
one withdrew before the first interview leaving 8 participants. Two more withdrew after the first
round of interviews was conducted. Consequently, 14 interviews were conducted, with six
consultants being interviewed twice over a 12 month period, and two consultants being interviewed
once. To ensure participants from around UK were able to participate the interviews were
undertaken by telephone. All data were recorded using an Olympus VN-731 Digital Voice Recorder
to capture both sides of the conversation, and then transcribed verbatim.
Interviews were largely open and semi-structured in form, to facilitate each consultant's capacity to
describe their own role in their own way. Topical probing was used to help extend and deepen their
narratives where necessary, and iterative interviewing was used to build on the topics covered.15
The interviews moved from discussing role establishment in the first round, to undertaking the role
in practice during the second.
Every effort was taken to reduce possible bias in interview questioning and during the analysis of
data. An experienced qualitative researcher (a radiographer/academic not involved with the
consultant group) undertook all interviews and a second experienced qualitative researcher (also a
radiographer/academic; again not involved in the consultant group) analysed the data. This ensured
any bias in questioning would be apparent and data removed if necessary. The first researcher
reviewed the analysis so that agreement on themes could be established, thus minimizing bias in
analysis and interpretation of data. As a final check, interviewees were sent their transcripts to check
for accuracy and to establish appropriateness of interpretation.16 Thematic analysis, using a word
and phrase level coding process established initial codes, which were then grouped into higher order
themes.16 The paper reports on the main themes raised by the consultants, using examples which
exemplify points being raised.
Discussions with the National Research Ethics Service (NRES) around the purpose of the study
determined that full NHS research ethics review (NHS REC) was not required.17 However the
research followed good ethical practice guidelines as stipulated by the University of Cumbria
Research Ethics Committee.

Overview of findings
The core themes that emerged from the thematic analysis were:
• The role itself:
○ Scope and developments

○ Evolution of the role
○ Four domains of practice
• Frustrations and inequalities
○ Agenda for change and pay banding
These themes are discussed below with reference to pertinent literature, incorporating extracts
from the interviews to ground them in the practical experience of participants themselves.

Findings and discussion
During the interviews, participants were asked to describe their role and the scope of their practice.
While there was huge variation across the accounts provided, this is consistent with the welldocumented knowledge that each such position is unique, and activities are primarily contingent
upon the skills and expertise of the individual, and local clinical needs.1 There was clear convergence
o the otio that the oles p o oted auto o ous p a ti e , although the spe ifi ea i g of this
was not substantially unpacked by the participants:
I thi k as ell he

ou

o e i to these oles ou e

u h … ha e auto o ous practice (1:001)

I ould e phasise the fa t that I o k i depe de tl a d auto o ousl … ith a ig e phasis o
de isio
aki g a d … espo si ilit (1:005).
It was argued that the role was different from that of an advanced practitioner though, again, the
consultants did not develop an account of how these roles diverged. They did, on the other hand,
ide tif ole e pa sio a d ide , et o k–le el i te a tio s as ke o po e ts:
As a ad a ed p a titio e … ou do 't have such an expanded role (1:008)
I thi k ad a ed p a ti e hilst it is sta ti g to ide tif a eas of se i e eed … it ould e o ki g
within a local area rather than at a network level (1:008)
There was diversification of position as to whether a consultant radiographer undertook the same
role as a Radiologist or Oncologist. To some extent this appeared to be discipline-specific. In
radiotherapy the role was framed oppositionally:
I have my own dis eet set of skills hi h a e s e gisti ith
olleagues … I ha e a e defi ite
role which is not a pseudo-oncologist– it is a consultant radiographer role and we all work together
(1:005)
If that patient comes in and I suspect they've got anything else going on – any other clinical issues –
then they are directed to the Oncologist because I can't deal with that. So our roles are very
different (2:009)
With respect to diagnostic specialities, however, and particularly in breast services, this was not
viewed as the case. Instead, a much greater symmetry between the roles was posited:

As a east o sulta t adiog aphe , e a e o ki g the sa e as a o sulta t adiologist … e do
e patie t li i s … where we see patients with symptoms and breast pro le s … e do o e stop
clinics so you do the mammography; report the mammography. If they need ultrasound you do the
ult asou d, if the eed ult asou d guided iops , ou do that … if a o e eeds ste eo guided
biopsy for calcification you organise that and you work independently so you are working exactly the
sa e as the do to s i adiolog … e head … ulti-disciplinary meetings and biopsy results and
decide what is going to happen to the patient (1:006)
While each consultant ultimately describes a different role, the sheer scale of practical activities
involved is worth revising here, to highlight how far this model of consultancy has progressed since
its incipient stages:
I fil ead … s pto ati a d s ee i g. I do east ult asou d, pe fo i asi e procedures,
biopsies, 14 gauge and mammotome. I i se t i es fo theat e … fo he othe ap patie ts (1:003)
… epo ti g all … images; appendicular and axial with a history of trauma … leadi g a tea of othe
epo ti g adiog aphe s … epo t ith … egist a s os if the ' e ot passed thei pa t A [registrars
qualification] they can't verify their own reports (1:004)
… I sta ted doi g fle i sigs [Flexible Sigmoidoscopies] … the … s all o el studies … s allo i g
assess e ts … .d a i e tal i agi g … Then I learned how to do colonoscopy and therapeutic
colonoscopy – that involved giving drugs – and doing some electro-surgery – and then I started to
take on parts of the service – s all o el i agi g … epo ted the i ages … sta ted epo ti g a iu
enemas – took o the s allo i g assess e t se i e ith spee h a d la guage … a d u that o
with them (1:005)
I a the li i al lead fo east i agi g … I lead the adiolog side of the east MDT [MultiDis ipli a Tea ] eekl he e … I fa t % of the eeti gs fo adiolog … I t ou le shoot fo
surgeons for difficult cases (1:003)
Patie ts ho ha e had a h ste e to a d the ha e the top of thei agi a t eated … it i ol es a
li de ei g put i thei agi a a d ei g o e ted up to a afte loadi g machine and there is a
radioactive source in the machine and that passes into the cylinder and treats the patient – now that
is o pletel adiog aphe led … e do all of that a d I o e sa the setti g up of that se i e :
I do the on treatment revie … so that he the a e o the e te al ea t eat e t the a e see
once a week in the review clinic – I lead that … afte that I a at the follo up li i – when they
o e a k the a e see a d I o k the i o ju tio ith … a li i al u se spe ialist (1:007)
While numerous clinically-related skills were highlighted, all participants considered problem-solving
to be a vital underpinning proficiency:
You k o , it's ot e essa il pi ki g up the p oto ol a d just follo i g it … it's a out ei g a le to
write these protocols and re-write them; make changes (2:001)
A d it's the a ilit to e og ize … he so ethi g's … ot uite ight – about what you need to do
to change it and influence people to make that change (2:001)

Advising senior management was also stressed by three of the consultants, providing an indication
of the status of these consultants within their respective departments:
I think the consultant needs to be an advisor to the directorate manager (2:004)
Echoing the findings of Price and Edwards,13 participants voiced a very real belief that consultancy
roles were breaking new ground in radiography, with each reflecting on specific changes that they
had e ge de ed. “o e alluded to ho the had a ed out a auto o ous pla e fo the sel es,
highlighting the preliminary process of role-implementation, and the innovative nature of the roles
at that time:
I thi k it's a e u i ue post … although ou ha e a jo des iptio to o k to, a e
description, you're creating your own position in life (1:003)

lo g jo

I think it's because you're constantly breaking down boundaries in this role and going to places that
perhaps no-one has ever been before (1:004)
What was clear was the belief among the consultants that they were positively impacting on the
services delivered:
O e of the thi gs e ha e to do i the follo up pe iod is use agi al dilato s … e ha e e a ped
that service completely; written new information for them because it was not a very good service
before (1:007)
Developing [radiographer led] brachytherapy services – we established those (1:009)
We developed the psycho-sexual information and support for patients (1:009)
Participants in the present research maintained they had contributed to service improvements.
While previous studies18 have acknowledged that it is difficult to isolate the unique contributions
made by consultants and to demonstrate discrete benefits for patient care, some have to date
revealed positive impacts on practice 2, 19, 20 and 21. Rees,6 for example, reports that radiologists
who worked with Breast Radiography Consultants agreed the roles made a positive contribution to
the department. There was no mention therein of the impact on actual clinical outcomes, however.

Evolution of the role
There was some evidence to propose that roles had changed and evolved. Progressively, some
consultants had taken on a greater range of strategic tasks, ultimately at the expense of clinical
practice:
M ole … o has … take
o e of a st ategi ole … I' e e ded up doi g a lot
o ga isatio as opposed to just … adiolog (1:004)
As time goes on it's becoming less clinical (1:009).

o e stuff fo the

There was consistent acknowledgement by the participants that responsibility for how their roles
developed rested ultimately with them, but it was also noted that sometimes this development was
a genuine struggle. As such, the need for drive was recurrently an implicit concern:
We have all developed our posts differently (1:006)
I had to gradually fight to say I want to do this (1:008).
Other components were also reported to have been incorporated into participants' scope of
practice, implying that as the roles become established, new opportunities can be identified:
The othe thi g that see s to e eepi g i at the o e t … is … a litigation aspect in that I'm
asked fo
p ofessio al opi io … ases that a e goi g fo litigatio
:
I do a a ful lot of liaiso
(1:009)

o k ith othe depa t e ts looki g at … thei setti g up of se i es

It was, however, felt by some that this evolution was not reflected in the original job description:
Since XXX my job description hasn't been changed and I'm doing a huge amount more than is
actually on my job description, so it does need looking at (2:009)
I think the reason why it's not accurate is because – the ole I' e plo ed i … hat's e ui ed of
e fo ou se i e, is fo e to e … fle i le - and use the skills I've got in whichever area we need
them, for the service at the time; and that's continually changing at the moment, especially in this
climate (2:004)
Moreover, levels of responsibility were raised as a key concern in some cases:
Someti es ou thi k that … it is a lot of espo si ilit o
responsibility (1:007)

ou shoulde s a d I thi k a ig

The buck stops with you and that is quite scary – and no matter how prepared you are when you're
actually left on your own it's scary (1:008)

Four domains of practice
In correspondence with recent literature,6 the clinical role and leadership were persistently cited by
participants as the chief foci of their professional routines.
I thi k the t o ost i po ta t pa ts a e li i al p a ti e a d p ofessio al leade ship … I thi k
edu atio a d esea h a e … i po ta t, ut the a e ot as i po ta t as those othe t o (1:005)
The biggest thing for me is the leade ship thi g … a d the fa t that e eed to sta t to i flue e
policies and procedures and views (1:006)
Issues germane to the clinical practice have been discussed above. The remaining three domains
were also raised by participants when discussing consultant practice and are addressed in this
section. Firstly, regarding leadership, Manley, Webster, Hale et al.22 reported that this aspect of the

consultant role has ot ee e plo ed i depth, despite it ei g the ke e ha is fo a hie i g
a d e eddi g t a sfo atio i p a ti e p.
. Ca ti a d ‘i ha ds23 (p.172) concur, arguing
that leade ship u de pi s all of the othe fu tio s a d a ot e o side ed a dis ete
phenomenon that we can analytically partition away from the other domains of practice. Hardy and
Snaith,8 conversely, maintain that it is difficult to specify leadership as a core function when there
remains no agreed definition of what domain-specific leadership actually is. Indeed, this confusion
was reflected i a ge e al pa ti ipa t o e that a age e t as ot supposed to e pa t of
the role, but in reality it featured in some cases:
Mi e's got a age e t added i to it hi h I k o should 't e the e … ut it is a d I a 't get out
of that (2:003)
I'm the clinical lead for radiology which is their management team (2:006)
I thi k I p o a l do

o e leade ship a d

a age e t o … defi itel (2:009)

Such academic and practical debates likely underscore why Forsyth and Maehle11 claim that
leade ship is o e of the g eatest halle ges fo AHP o sulta ts p
.
Research/evaluation was specified as the domain that was least well supported for consultants,
chiefly because it was simply not seen as a priority in the relevant departments (this also
corresponds with findings from previous literature6 and 11):
I thi k it is all e
ell sa i g o sulta ts ha e to do … esea h, that is ot hat dist i t ge e al
hospitals want – the a t people ho … do li i al o k (1:005)
You know we try to fight to get research– ou do 't al a s i … ut ou ha e to fight and say look
this is core to my role – but I think those aspects of the post are not appreciated when they appoint
(1:008)
It's rare that we all have the luxury of being able to do hours of clinical research (1:005)
A recent article by Harris and Paterson7 has shown that although consultant radiographers in the UK
have had some research training, the majority (58%) still felt their ability in research was only
a e age a d % o side ed thei a ilit to e lo . O l % of the espo de ts ha a te ised
thei esea h a ilit as high . Just o e half e e i ol ed i a esea h tea , ut % e e ot
involved with research at all, 8% had never been involved in research. 61% received no time
allocation for research, and about half expressed the view that research should not be one of the
four domains of practice. It would appear, thus, that there are ongoing issues surrounding the
research activity of consultants that may need to be explored.
Regarding teaching and development, Rees6 describes how all consultants in her study were
committed to the training of others. In the present research, most of the consultants situated
education within their role (some in the hospital, and some through links with Universities). One,
however, provides an insight into the pressures of competing priorities:
I still really enjoy teaching but I don't get chance to do that so much anymore (1:004)

Due to variations in practice, it is maybe not surprising that there is a certain lack of clarity around
consultant practice on the whole, and some uncertainty expressed regarding how the role might be
understood by others:
If you asked ten people in the department what my role is, they'd all give you ten different answers
(2:004)
There was even a lack of clarity by consultants themselves, both about their own role and those of
others:
You realise that ea h i di idual o sulta t adiog aphe p o a l has a diffe e t idea … a out thei
role (1:003)
You do spe d the fi st ea thi ki g

hat a

I doi g? (1:007).

I think people aren't clear themselves about the role (1:004).
This role ambiguity has been highlighted in recent literature4 and 18 which, alongside findings from
this study, begins to shine a light on the eclectic nature of the roles themselves, which renders clarity
difficult to find.

Frustrations and inequalities in remuneration
With respect to this theme, there was variation across the Agenda for Change pay banding within
the participant sample, with a degree of frustration expressed around both the process of being
banded and in the final banding achieved. Consultants in this study ranged from 8A to 8C and there
was general agreement that Band 8A was inappropriately low for the role undertaken. One
consultant reported having taken three and a half years to be moved from band 8A to 8B and then
8C. There was some clear dissatisfaction voiced about levels of pay:
I don't expect to be paid the same as a doctor, I'm not a doctor, but in this small specialty, I do the
job as well as the doctors and therefore I shouldn't be getting ridiculously lower pay (2:006)
At least one consultant did express some degree of satisfaction with pay banding, although also
expressed concern that the scope of practice was continuing to increase with no further reward
possible.
It is of note that, despite the huge scope of practice already evident, participants in this study felt
they could be used even more effectively and to even greater extents in the future:
We a e good leade s a d e should e used ette …. I thi k e ha e got huge pote tial (2:006)
Such claims were, however, twinned with recognition that this potential was not limitless, the role
itself was not necessarily secure, and resource issues could restrict further development:
At so e poi t e' e ot goi g to e a le to push the ou da ies a fu the , hi h … is uite
difficult to accept because you're always looking for ways to make the service better (2:009)

The e is 't a lot of su essio pla i g … I'
o ied e' e filled a gap that as the e i adiolog …
as jobs are getting more difficult for radiologists they'll start to come back into breast or plain film
eadi g … e ause the e ill e a lot of the that a 't get jo s … I'
o ied that if e do 't ake
sure there's succession planning for these posts they'll get incorporated back into radiology (3:006).
I ould like to see that … the fou tie st u tu e o ti ues a d it's su essful i p o idi g a good skill
i a oss p ofessio s ut I thi k the fi a ial … e i o e t e' e i at the o e t a ell
mean that things are done very differently (3:009)
Notwithstanding such concerns there, however emerged a real sense of achievement (and some
level of surprise) at what had already been changed:
I ea I as sat … last eek epo ti g a
og a s … a d I said … ou k o - twenty years ago we
would never have been the two people sitting here– it is just great a great way to be (1:006)

Conclusion
This paper offers a very particular insight into the role of consultant radiographers in the UK,
through the shared experiences of eight consultant radiographers. The study demonstrates that the
range and scope of their practice is extensive and highly variable, and may prove novel for
radiographers in other countries, and also those not familiar with role development at this level. The
study shows clear role autonomy, which is distinct from advanced practitioner status, whereas there
was a difference of opinion (predominantly by speciality) as to whether or not there was similarity
with a medics' role.
The individual nature of the role in relation to local need is evident, as is the evolving nature of the
role over time. Problem-solving and advisory roles were commonly reported, there was a prevalent
view among the consultants that their roles had positively impacted on patient care.
The dominance of the clinical role within the four domains of practice is clear, with research
involvement being given the least priority in terms of time. Lack of clarity about the role, some
concerns over remuneration and the sense that even more could be achieved were other themes
which emerged and could direct future investigations.
I su , the defi itio of o sulta t p a ti e is so eo e ho: p o ides li i al leade ship ithi a
specialism, bringing strategic direction, innovation and influence through practice, research and
edu atio .3 This study has demonstrated that consultant radiographers comply, to some extent,
with all components of this definition. It also raises some questions around how exerting influence
through involvement in research could be more effectively promoted in the future, and whether
research at present can truly be seen to be one of the four domains of practice in all cases.
What is clear is that the consultant role is highly complex, and has radically changed the face of
radiography in the UK. This study, though small in scale, offers a detailed and novel insight to that
role through the eyes of eight consultant radiographers who as trailblazers in the domain, led the
way to a new four-tiered profession and who now stand as role models in the global profession.
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